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What is Qkids? 

Qkids; It is the most preferred English language education program for children in the international 

arena, offering a learning experience within the scope of the Common European Framework of 

Reference for Languages (CEFR) in the range of A1 Beginner and - C1 Advanced proficiency levels. 

Qkids interactive interface prepared with National Geographic Learning resources; It consists of 780 

different lessons at 12 levels. Each lesson in Qkids; It includes learning modules, exercise sections, 

and video tutorials that are tailored to the course content, addressing listening, reading, speaking, 

pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar skills. 

Qkids, with its teaching staff consisting of TESOL certified North American teachers for pedagogical 

formation and international teaching, qualified education methodology and more than 1,000,000 

active students worldwide; It is the world leader in interactive English education. 

 

Why Qkids? 

Qkids provides education only for children and the academic references it is based on consist of the 

world's leading brands of assessment and evaluation tools where language acquisition is tested. 

Qkids is the world leader in interactive English education for children aged 4-12, you can apply to 

Qkids to help your child love language learning from an early age and gain language skills at the 

targeted level. 

 

National Geographic Learning 

Qkids has a learning platform academically prepared with National Geographic Learning resources, 

Qkids kids app, with this app called Qkids App, your child's level is determined by adaptive 

placement test followed by solving exercises that teach reading, listening, pronunciation, spelling, 

vocabulary and grammar skills. Your child will have fun while learning English based on academic 

references, and you will realize that he/she increases his/her study hours. 

 

 



Qkids teachers 

All of the Qkids teachers are TESOL (International Instructor) certified, but they are only North 

American instructors who have received pedagogical formation on education for children. This is 

very important for your child to acquire correct pronunciation skills in the age range where he is 

highly productive in language acquisition. Qkids; It offers a unique English learning experience with 

live lessons taught by psychologists and pedagogues. 

 

TOEFL Primary® and TOEFL Junior® Test 

At the end of each level and 60 live lessons completed at Qkids, your child is entitled to take one of 

the internationally recognized TOEFL Primary® or TOEFL Junior® tests free of charge. This is a fair 

approach, as required by Qkids' quality policies, allowing you to measure your child's achievements 

throughout the Qkids learning process with a globally valid certification. 

Qkids patented interactive interface 

Another feature that makes Qkids special is the customized interactive interface that allows your 

child to interact with the learning environment. In this interface; As in many imitation applications, 

instead of Powerpoint Slides or PDF documents, customized actions and animations that allow the 

student to experience by touching and increase the level of course acquisition to high levels are 

included. 

 

Qkids Peer Learning® 

Peer Learning® is implemented in Qkids; Your child is brought together with other children who are 

suitable for their age and level so that education can take place in efficient and interactive conditions 

for children aged 4-12; rewarding appropriate for the child and age level, encouraging success, a 

sweet competition in a controlled environment, cooperation and coordination processes are 

encouraged in the company of psychologists and pedagogues. 

 

With gamified educational tools and interactive interface, Qkids raises the child's attention level to 

the next level, while reflecting the English experience fed by deep-rooted academic resources to 

your child. 

 

Qkids is based on academic references, conforms to the Common European Framework of Reference 

for Languages (CEFR). 
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